PEDESTAL
Bench Models G-2 and G-22
Floor Models G-2F and G-22F
BX-303 Single phase and DC switch
BX-304 Three phase switch
TS-381 Table door pin—Models G-2 and G-22F
TX-113 Chip buggy for strip material cabinet
TX-315 Chip buggy
TX-384 Chip drawer—Models G-2 and G-22
T-441 Switch plate
T-124 Chip buggy handle
T-353 Saw door—Models G-2 and G-22F
T-357 Base—Models G-2 and G-22F
T-359 Base—Models G-22 and G-22F
T-459 Pedestal
T-454 Table step block with screws—Models G-2 and G-22F, Serial Nos. 605 and up, Models G-22 and G-22F, Serial Nos. 147 and up

GLIDING TABLE
805 Rubber bumper with screws—Models G-2 and G-22F, Serial Nos. 598 and up, Models G-22 and G-22F, Serial Nos. 143 and up
BB-34 Table ball bearing
TX-379-1 Ball retainer—Models G-2 and G-22F, Serial No. 598 and up
T-351 Gliding table

BELT AND BELT GUARD
Models G-2 and G-22F
Models G-22 and G-22F
TS-376 Washer—TS-172 Guard to tongue screw
TS-377 Bushing—TS-370 Belt guard
TX-371 Belt guard cover—TX-400 Belt guard cover
TX-361 Belt guard cover—TX-360 Belt guard cover
T-356 Grinding wheel guard
FHP-2400 V-belt 1/2 H.P. motor
TX-103 V-belt 1/2 H.P. motor

SWIVEL BATTER AND LINE-UP GAUGE
Models G-2 and G-22F—Serial No. 1111 and up
Models G-2 and G-22F—Serial No. 700 and up
Models G-22 and G-22F—Serial No. 180 and up

232-8 Batter with dial and rod
249-8 Batter with rod (not machined for dial)
BB-316 Dial ball
BB-345 Dial ball spring
BB-359 Spring
TS-345 Bushing for T-206

SAW GUARD
For All Glider Models
704-8 Spring washer
83-6 Screw for TS-230
TS-220 Saw guard screw
TS-221 Brass plug
TX-122 Saw guard bumper with screw—Models G-3 and G-20
T-397 Saw guard with bushing—Except G-22 and G-22F
T-398 Saw guard with bushing—Models G-2 and G-22F

SAW RAISING DEVICE
Bench Model G-2 and Floor Model G-22F
5203 Ball bearing
OMS-510 Handle screw
All-410 Wrench screw
NC-8 Hexagon nut
SP-38 Spring retainer screw
TS-312 Node washer
TS-222 Spring retainer
TS-322 Clutch plate
TS-372 Saw raising shaft
TX-364 Dial with screw—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial No. 1118 and up
T-394 Wrench
B-122 Roller bearing
T-111 Hand crank with collar—Models G-3 and G-20. Serial No. thru 850
T-113 Dial—Models G-3 and G-20. Serial No. thru 1118
T-392 Bearing bracket
T-393 Bearing bracket cap
T-394 Dial—Models G-2 and G-22F, Serial No. thru 701
T-369 Saw raising sector
T-414 Hand crank—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial No. 951 and up
T-450 Dial frame—Models G-2 and G-22F, Serial No. 792 and up

MOTOR MOUNTING
Bench Models G-2 and G-22
Floor Models G-2F and G-22F
BX-217 Balance spring
TS-360 Motor base shell—Models G-22 and G-22F
TS-391 Motor base shell—Models G-2 and G-22F
TS-420 25 and 50 cycle motor pulley
B-510 Balance spring pin
B-511 Balance spring pin
T-390 Motor base
T-452 1/2 H.P. 60 cycle motor pulley
T-457 1/2 H.P. 25 and 50 cycle motor pulleys
T-455 1/2 H.P. 25 and 50 cycle motor pulleys
T-456 1/2 H.P. 60 cycle motor pulley
TRIMMER SETTING GAUGE
TX-124 Instruction plate with screws
T-149 Trimmer setting gauge

TRIMMER SHARPENING DEVICE
TSC-1024-14 Adjusting screw
TSC-44 Thumb screw
T-148 Grinding device

LIGHT FIXTURE
TC-520 Thumb screw—Models G-3 and G-20
TX-189 Lamp assembly
T-156 Lamp and guard bracket—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. up thru 1108
Models G-2 and G-2F, Serial Nos. up thru 755
T-209 Lamp and guard bracket—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. 1109 and up
Models G-2 and G-2F, Serial Nos. 756 and up
T-402 Lamp bracket—Models G-22 and G-22F

SAW BLADES
For All Glider Models
TX-735 7" dia. 30 gauge tooth stereotype Dura-Blade
TX-770 7" dia. 30 gauge tooth metal Dura-Blade
WX-770 7" dia. 70 set tooth wood Dura-Blade
TX-7322 7" dia. 122 set tooth and Dura-Blade
TX-8526 6½" dia. 36 tooth all purpose blade

WRENCHES
TX-123 T wrench
803-A Box wrench
5/16" Saw guard screw Allen wrench
10/24" Micrometer screw dial Allen wrench
1/4" Allen wrench

EARLIER DESIGNS OF VARIOUS PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES

TS-112 Table ball bearing way end with screws—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. up thru 858
TS-500 Table stop screw—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. 908 thru 1051
TS-418 Table stop on way end with screws—Models G-2 and G-2F, Serial Nos. up thru 600
Models G-22 and G-22F, Serial Nos. up thru 146
TX-128-1 Table ball bearing race—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. up thru 858
T-132 Raising saw dial pointer with screw—Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. up thru 1096

TABLE STOP
Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. up thru 1094
Models G-2 and G-2F, Serial Nos. up thru 568
Models G-22 and G-22F, Serial Nos. up thru 143
TS-119 Upper table stop
TS-120 Lower table stop
TX-104 Table rubber bumper

BATTERY GAUGE
Models G-2 and G-20, Serial Nos. up thru 1096
Models G-2 and G-2F, Serial Nos. up thru 698
Models G-22 and G-22F, Serial Nos. up thru 179

T-123 Battery gauge with metering dial
T-166 Battery gauge not machined for dial

TABLE BALL BEARING RETAINER WITH LINK MECHANISM
Models G-3 and G-20, Serial Nos. 869 thru 907
Models G-2 and G-2F, Serial Nos. up thru 522
Models G-22 and G-22F, Serial Nos. up thru 119
TX-176 Ball retainer
TX-177 Link
TX-178 Rivet with washer
TX-179 Screw with washer
TX-367 Link
TX-378 Ball retainer

WORKHOLDER CLAMP—MODELS G-3 AND G-20
Serial Nos. up thru T-132
Parts not listed below same as furnished on workholder clamp shown on Page 2

INF-6 Adjusting screw nut
SC-8 Retaining adjusting screw
TS-139 Spring stop
TS-145 Locking plug
TS-147 Adjusting screw
TS-152 Locking cam
TS-191 3 pica clamp end
TS-237 Spring retainer
TX-111 Clamp leading spring
TX-112 Compression spring
T-129-1 Frame
T-130 Toggle bracket
T-133 Clamp
T-144 Clamp bar

WORKHOLDER CLAMP—MODELS G-3 AND G-20
Serial Nos. T-132 thru 858
Parts not listed below same as furnished on workholder clamp shown above or on Page 4

INC-5 Adjusting screw nut
TS-235 Clamp rod sliding key
TS-256 Swivel end plate
TS-257 Clamp bar guide
TS-289 Clamp rod
T-172 Toggle bracket
T-173-2 Frame